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multiple sensors could allow fine tuning of 
the threshold of noxious thermosensation. 
Such considerations serve as a reminder of 
the remarkable heterogeneity in molecular 
mechanisms that together form our sense of 
temperature.
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functions of ANO1 outside the sensory 
system would need to be taken into consid-
eration. Cho et al.3 considered another impli-
cation of their findings. ANO1 agonists have 
been considered for the treatment of cystic 
fibrosis, but these findings caution that such 
agonists have the potential to induce pain as 
a side effect.

Cho et al.3 leave us with an intriguing model 
for our ability to sense noxious heat (Fig. 1).  
It remains to be seen whether this is a complete 
picture or whether as-yet-unidentified noxious 
heat sensors are present. Their findings also 
suggest that strong temperature dependence 
is not limited to the TRP channels, a point that 
was also demonstrated by the recent finding 
that temperature changes can activate stromal 
interaction molecule 1, which regulates Orai1, 
the pore-forming subunit of calcium release–
activated calcium channels15.

One can only speculate as to why we have 
evolved to depend on multiple heat sensors 
expressed in the same neurons. Perhaps a 
partially redundant mechanism for detecting 
dangerously high temperatures is essential 
for survival. In addition, we count on mecha-
nisms of sensitization to appropriately respond 
to inflammation and injury. The presence of 

of other noxious stimuli? TRPV1 acts as a 
polymodal sensor for various noxious insults, 
including acidic and basic solutions and aver-
sive chemicals produced by certain plants and 
animals13. Third, TRPV1 is essential for the 
increased sensitivity to heat that occurs after 
inflammation, a condition termed thermal 
hyperalgesia. Could ANO1 act similarly? 
Indeed, the fact that intracellular calcium 
regu lates ANO1 makes this channel suscep-
tible to modulation by various signaling path-
ways. The authors tested whether this can 
occur in vivo and found that mice treated with 
an ANO1 antagonist showed no hyperalgesia. 
These results may not be entirely conclusive, as 
the antagonist may not be specific for ANO1, 
and this phenotype was not examined in the 
knockout mice. Notably, TRPV1 and TRPM3 
have also been shown to be required for heat 
hyperalgesia, which may point to some inter-
dependence of these heat-activated channels 
that remains to be explored.

Temperature-activated TRP channels have 
been pursued as potential drug targets in the 
hope of better treatment options for chronic 
pain syndromes14. Cho et al.’s findings3 
suggest that ANO1 antagonists may be an 
alternative path toward this goal, although 

that both  computational quantities should 
drive learning (how much the current trial’s 
outcome should affect the next prediction 
relative to previous observations): high 
change-point probability implies that pre-
vious trials are irrelevant, whereas high rel-
ative uncertainty implies that the previous 
estimated mean is unreliable and needs to 
be updated. Reassuringly, both the change 
in pupil size and its baseline size predicted 
learning rate across trials and across indi-
viduals. Finally, a change in a task-irrelevant  
auditory cue was introduced on some  
trials. This not only increased pupil change 
and pupil average but resulted in systematic 
changes in learning rate for the main task.

This work complements a growing body 
of work characterizing how internal uncer-
tainty associated with stimulus or action 
outcomes modulate prediction and learning. 
Although prediction error is an obvious can-
didate for driving learning, and its instan-
tiation by the mesencephalic dopamine 
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change is in the eye of the beholder
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Changes in pupil diameter may reflect the dynamic processes in the brain that allow us to detect and rapidly adapt to 
hidden changes in the world. What’s more, unrelated manipulations of pupil size may in turn influence these processes.

We must continually adapt to a changing 
world, yet discerning truly significant changes 
from noisy fluctuations is no simple task. For 
example, if a stock you own has been strug-
gling, does that signify the start of a downward 
spiral or is it only part of normal fluctuations 
(Fig. 1)? In such scenarios, there is a basic  
tension between the need to detect and 
respond to changes expeditiously and the need 
to avoid rash excesses. Studies have begun to 
characterize the capacity of humans to track 
hidden changes and have shed some light on 
the underlying neural substrate that supports 
the necessary computations1–3. In this issue of 
Nature Neuroscience, Nassar et al.4 show that 
a physiological index, pupil diameter, reflects 
the evolution of computational variables 
the human brain apparently encodes while 

tracking noisy data. Even more intriguingly, 
experi mental manipulation of pupil size using  
an unrelated auditory stimulus appears to  
alter subjects’ ability to detect and respond to 
hidden changes.

In the experiment4, subjects had to pre-
dict the next number in a sequence chosen 
 randomly from a Gaussian distribution 
whose mean changed at random intervals 
(change points). Pupil diameter was mea-
sured while the subjects viewed the actual 
outcome on each trial. Pupil size increase 
within a trial positively correlated with an 
approximately Bayesian measure of change-
point probability, or how confident the sub-
ject should be that a change point had just 
occurred before the current trial. A more 
tonic measure of pupil size, the average 
during the entire viewing period, positively 
correlated with a measure of relative uncer-
tainty, or how uncertain the subject should 
be concerning the mean of the Gaussian 
distribution. The Bayesian model predicts 
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the dilator for dilation, which are inner-
vated by acetylcholine and norepineph-
rine, respectively. The administration of the 
cholinergic antagonists scopolamine (which 
blocks muscarinic acetyl choline receptors) 
and mecamylamine (which blocks nicotinic 
acetylcholine receptors) increases pupil size 
in normal elderly volunteers11. Moreover, 
Alzheimer’s disease patients, who have a 
severe and specific cholinergic deficit, have 
larger pupil size than control subjects both 
tonically and in reflexive response to light, 
whereas patients medicated with an acetyl-
cholinesterase inhibitor, which increases 
endogenous acetylcholine, show a pupil 
response much closer to that of control 
subjects12. More work is needed to eluci-
date whether the cognitive control of pupil 
diameter is under both cholinergic and 
noradrenergic influence, and how those two 
neuromodulatory systems interact.

A critical parameter for prediction and 
learning under conditions of uncertainty 
is the observer’s assumed rate of change 
in the world, the hazard rate1–4,13. Nassar  
et al.4 found that cross-subject variability 
in behavioral performance indicates a large 
corresponding variability in subjects’ inter-
nal assumptions about the hazard rate. Of 
note, response as measured by functional 
magnetic resonance imaging in the anterior 
cingulate cortex, which is known to have a 
strong reciprocal connection with the locus 
coeruleus, correlates with hazard rate2. One 
natural question is why subjects’ perceived 
hazard rate was not more closely clustered 
around the true experimental hazard rate. 
However, a previous theoretical analysis 
found that the inference about hazard rate is 
highly data intensive and requires a surpris-
ingly large number of observations for the 
inferred hazard rate to converge on the true 
hazard rate13; this would occur on a timescale 
far longer than that of a typical experiment.

The finding that task-irrelevant manipu-
lation of pupil size can systematically affect 
learning rate5 is unexpected and intriguing. It 
is relatively straightforward how cognitively 
related changes in locus coeruleus may affect 
pupil size, but by what route can pupil dila-
tion induced by a task-irrelevant auditory cue 
feed back into the central cognitive processes 
controlling learning? Notably, the probabilistic 
computations behind the Bayesian inference 
of a change point are mathematically involved 
and fundamentally challenging for the brain 
to execute. Both Nassar et al.4 and the previ-
ous theoretical proposal of norepinephrine-
mediated change-point learning1,2,13 assume 
that the brain approximates the inference 
with a much simpler algorithm. Thus, the 

system seems well established5, uncertainty 
is another critical factor. Several theoretical  
treatments have demonstrated that various 
forms of statistical uncertainty ought to 
modulate learning rate1–3. Specifically, it was 
proposed that Bayes-optimal prediction and 
learning in a noisy, changeable environment 
can be implemented by a sophisticated inter-
action between expected uncertainty, which 
is predicted variability in observed outcomes 
resulting from either inherent noise in the 
environment or internal ignorance, and 
unexpected uncertainty, which is uncertainty 
induced by grossly unexpected outcomes 
that imply a fundamental shift (change 
point) in the environment1. Moreover, 
on the basis of a large body of behavioral, 
neuro physiological, pharmaco logical and 
neurological evidence, it was proposed that 
the neuromodulators  acetylcholine and nore-
pinephrine signal expected and unexpected 
uncertainty, respectively, and mediate the 
attendant modulations in attention allocation 
and sequential learning1.

Recent pharmacological and lesion studies 
manipulating endogenous acetylcholine level 
have produced behavioral results consistent 
with the cholinergic expected uncertainty 
hypo thesis6 (C.A. Córdoba, A.J. Yu & A.A. 
Chiba, Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 779.13, 2004). 
There is also growing support for the nora-
drenergic unexpected uncertainty hypothesis. 
Pupil diameter, which is known to correlate 
with noradrenergic neuronal activation7, has 
been shown to, on the one hand, correlate with 
the discarding of previous beliefs and strategies 
and the exploration of novel ones8 and, on the 

other hand, reflect subjects’ unexpected uncer-
tainty9. Nassar et al.4 find that pupil diameter 
both reflects unexpected uncertainty and 
accompanies the discarding of previous beliefs 
in favor of learning based on new data.

Previously, monkey neurophysiology 
experiments have revealed that the activities 
of neurons in the brainstem nucleus known 
as the locus coeruleus, the primary source 
of norepinephrine in the brain, may operate  
on two different timescales, tonic and  
phasic10. In a simple perceptual discrimina-
tion task, the tonic locus coeruleus neural 
response oscillates slowly in sync with the 
monkey’s discrimination accuracy, while 
phasic activations in direct response to 
discrimination stimuli are higher when the 
tonic level is low. Nassar et al.4 speculated 
that the phasic mode of locus coeruleus 
noradrenergic response may drive the more 
transient pupil change measure, whereas the 
tonic mode may drive the pupil average mea-
sure4. However, the anticorrelation between 
the tonic and phasic locus coeruleus modes 
observed in monkeys was not seen for the 
two pupil metrics, which were statistically 
independent. This does not necessarily 
invalidate phasic-tonic locus coeruleus 
activity as an explanation of the two pupil 
metrics, but more work would be necessary 
to convincingly establish this link; it would 
need to be shown that phasic and tonic locus 
coeruleus modes do not necessarily always 
act in opposition and that those two modes 
directly relate to the two pupil metrics.

In addition to the noradrenergic com-
ponent in the top-down cognitive con-
trol of pupil diameter, there could also be 
 cholinergic control. Change-point probabil-
ity is a form of unexpected uncertainty and 
relative uncertainty is a form of expected 
uncertainty. Although a rise in unex-
pected uncertainty results in an increase 
of expected uncertainty (owing to known 
ignorance)1, expected uncertainty in turn 
suppresses unexpected uncertainty, as the 
level of evidence for a fundamental change 
induced by a certain magnitude of predic-
tion error is antagonized by the degree of 
expected variability1. For example, a sud-
den rise in temperature in a locale with a 
very stable weather pattern should be much 
more surprising and more suggestive of a  
fundamental change than the same phenom-
enon in a locale with a frequently fluctu-
ating weather pattern. This would imply  
an antagonistic influence of acetylcholine 
on the noradrenergic control of cognitive 
processing and physiological responses1. 
Notably, pupil dilation is controlled by two 
muscles, the sphincter for contraction and 

Figure 1  Start of a crash or normal volatility? 
Should you sell your Google stock now or hold 
on for potential later gain? The brain must be 
able to detect drastic changes hidden in noisy 
observations to make such decisions. Nassar et al.’s  
findings4 suggest that clues to how the brain 
achieves this may be reflected in your pupil 
diameter.
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while administering an agent that constantly 
dilates the pupil for the duration of the experi-
ment. The first hypothesis would predict a 
persistence of the auditory cue switch effect, 
whereas the second would not.

Nassar et al.’s findings4 about pupil dila-
tion reflecting computational variables 
that are important for driving learning in a  
changing world are very timely and excit-
ing. Not only do they provide firmer evi-
dence than ever before that various forms 
of uncertainty, possibly mediated by cholin-
ergic and noradrenergic modulatory systems, 
drive learning, as predicted by theoretical 
models1,3, but they also suggest a potentially 
cheap, easy and noninvasive tool for diag-
nosing cognitive dysfunctions that involve 
impairments in probabilistic inference and 
response to changing environments, such 
as those associated with Alzheimer’s dis-
ease and Parkinson’s disease12. More work 
is needed to establish a clear picture of how 
the dynamics of pupil diameter specifically 
relate to activations in various neuromodu-
latory systems, as well as the route by which 
task-irrelevant pupil dilation can influence 
central cognitive processes.

brain may be seeking extra cues to infer a 
potential change point. One possibility is that 
the brain may misinterpret the auditory cue 
switch as indicating the change-point occur-
rence, despite instructions, as the brain may be 
predisposed to integrate co-occurring events 
as though they are semantically congruent14; 
that is, the pupil dilation observed following 
the auditory cue switch may be a consequence 
of an activated locus coeruleus norepinephrine 
system, but the pupil diameter itself may not 
control task-related prediction or learning. 
Another possible route is that the auditory cue 
switch directly dilates the pupil, which is used 
by the brain to infer an appropriate cognitive 
state, such as the level of uncertainty critical 
for determining learning rate. This would 
be analogous to the manner in which levels 
of arousal and other physiological measures, 
such as physical configuration of the face15, 
can be used by the brain to infer an appropri-
ate emotional state. In Nassar et al.’s study4, the 
pupil diameter would be used by the brain to 
infer an appropriate level of uncertainty and 
therefore learning rate. One potential method 
to tease these two hypotheses apart would be 
to repeat the auditory cue switch experiment 

Getting to the root of basal dendrite formation
Cortical pyramidal neurons, named for the shape of their cell bodies, also have prominent dendritic 
arbors that are critical for their functionality. These neurons are fairly unique in that they possess two 
distinct dendritic branches, the apical and the basal. However, the mechanisms that drive dendritic 
tree formation are poorly understood and it is, as yet, unclear whether there are specific mechanisms 
mediating the formation of each branch. On p. 1022, Calderon de Anda and colleagues provide 
evidence suggesting that TAOK2, a known autism spectrum disorder (ASD) susceptibility gene, is 
important for basal, but not apical, dendrite formation in the neocortex.

Although TAOK2 has only recently been associated with ASD in humans, it is not a mystery 
 molecule to neuroscientists. TAOK2 is known to modulate gene transcription via its activation of 
 several MAP kinase pathways, including c-Jun amino-terminal kinase (JNK), and has been  implicated 
in the modulation of actin and microtubule dynamics. Here the authors show that the time course 
of TAOK2 expression is consistent with a role for it in neuronal differentiation.

To investigate the role of TAOK2 in development, the authors interfered with TAOK2 by in utero 
electroporation of small hairpin RNAs (shRNAs). Both knockdown and overexpression of TAOK2 dis-
rupted neuronal differentiation, specifically by affecting the complexity of the basal dendritic arbor.

Recent work has suggested that basal dendritic arborization is controlled by the Sema3A-Npn1/
PlexinA4 signaling cascade, so the authors asked whether TAOK2 might exert its effects by  interacting 
with this pathway. Indeed, they found that TAOK2 interacts with the Npn1 receptor and that Sema3A signaling activates TAOK2 kinase 
activity. Disrupting Npn1, either by transgenic manipulation or shRNA interference, resulted in reduced branching and growth of basal 
dendrites from cortical neurons. This effect could be rescued in vitro and partially restored in vivo by TAOK2 overexpression, confirming a 
functional link between Npn1 and TAOK2. Exploring more of this signaling pathway, the authors found that activation of the MAP kinase 
JNK by Sema3A-TAOK2 signaling is essential for the formation of the basal dendrites.

Taken together, these results implicate the Npn1-Sema3A signaling pathway in basal dendrite formation and branching via a TAOK2- 
and JNK-dependent pathway. Given that most of the synaptic contacts onto pyramidal cells are along the basal dendrite arbor, disruption 
of this structure might be expected to substantially influence the activity of these important neurons. Thus, these findings suggest one way 
in which disruption of the ASD-associated TAOK2 could have far reaching effects on cortical function and, given previous work reporting 
under-connectivity in ASD patients, could potentially provide a hint into ASD disease pathology.

Hannah Bayer
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